TS100 Source File Description
-- Interface Management
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1. Display Function
The resolution of TS100's display is 16*96. To display something on the
OLED screen, we just need to light up the corresponding bits following its
rules.

Oled.c, Line 145
Input parameters: x0: the starting abscissa (0-96).
y0: the starting ordinate (0,8,16,24).
wide: the width of the displayed content.
high: the height of the displayed content.
ptr: the displayed content library (font library)
pointer;
Return parameter: the next character library pointer.
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1. Display Function
For example, if we want to display CONFIG, we need to find the const
u8 Config[] array in WordLib.h, and then assign config to the
temporary pointer ptr and display characters one by one.

UI.c, Lines 271 to 274
ptr = Oled_DrawArea(j*16,0,16,16,ptr) means that:
The first 16*16 character of the current character
library ptr will be displayed. The displayed location is
(j*16, 0). CONFIG is displayed at 0, 16, 32, 48, 64,
and 80. Oled_DrawArea() returns to the first address
in the character library of the next character.
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2. Character Library Making
Subtitle is the text displayed on the screen, it is not only an important part of the
screen also a necessity for supplement and decoration. Check below for details about
how to create the Character Library.

Open Pctolcd2002 and click Settings. And then set the picture according to
the following figure (common cathode coding, column and line mode):

Next, we can begin to make our font library.
We use the string MiniTs as an example. There are six letters. The width and
height of each of them are 16. Enter MiniTs in the input box. The string is now
displayed as 8*16 format. Click the Settings column to modify the size of the
dot matrix and adjust the position and size of the characters:
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2. Character Library Making

After completing the above operations, click Generate Character Matrix and the following
data will be obtained:
0x00,0x00,0x02,0xFE,0x1E,0xFE,0xF0,0x00,0x00,0xF0,0x0E,0xFE,0xFE,0x02,0x00,0x00,
0x00,0x00,0x20,0x3F,0x20,0x00,0x0F,0x3F,0x07,0x00,0x20,0x3F,0x3F,0x20,0x00,0x00,/*"M",0*/
0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x20,0x20,0x20,0xE6,0xE6,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,
0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x20,0x20,0x20,0x3F,0x3F,0x20,0x20,0x20,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,/*"i",1*/
0x00,0x00,0x00,0x20,0xE0,0xE0,0x40,0x20,0x20,0x20,0xE0,0xC0,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,
0x00,0x00,0x00,0x20,0x3F,0x3F,0x20,0x00,0x00,0x20,0x3F,0x3F,0x20,0x00,0x00,0x00,/*"n",2*/
0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x20,0x20,0x20,0xE6,0xE6,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,
0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x20,0x20,0x20,0x3F,0x3F,0x20,0x20,0x20,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,/*"i",3*/
0x00,0x00,0x0C,0x06,0x02,0x02,0x02,0xFE,0xFE,0x02,0x02,0x02,0x06,0x0C,0x00,0x00,
0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x20,0x3F,0x3F,0x20,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,/*"T",4*/
0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0xC0,0xC0,0x20,0x20,0x20,0x20,0x40,0x40,0xE0,0x00,0x00,0x00,
0x00,0x00,0x00,0x00,0x39,0x11,0x23,0x23,0x22,0x22,0x26,0x3C,0x1C,0x00,0x00,0x00,/*"s",5*/
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2. Character Library Making

Put the data into the array, and then we can display the contents. Similarly, you
can modify the size of characters. The character size on the display side
should be changed to the corresponding size.

The display effect is as follows

The corresponding code is:
ptr = (u8*)MiniTs;
for(j = 0; j < 6; j++) {
ptr = Oled_DrawArea(j*16,0,16,16,ptr);
}
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3. Horizontal Scrolling Display
The following situations need horizontal scrolling display: the system prompt button, the setting
of initial states, etc.In fact, we can implement scrolling display by constantly changing the
location of each character. Next, let's analyze the scrolling display code of the prompt button
press:

UI.c, Line 204
This function traverses six characters,
calculates the desired display locations
when each character approaches to
designated locations with a step of 7
pixels, and clears the number on the
previous position.
When traverse and stepping combines
with each other, a continuous horizontal
scrolling display is formed for human
eyes. Similarly, for the horizontal
display of other characters, we just
need to replace the character library in
ptr0 = (u8*) Maplib1 + j*28.
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4. Vertical Scrolling Display
Vertical scrolling display includes: version information of
TS100 during the boot process, temperature scrolling at
temperature setting, and the temperature indicating icon
during temperature control. Vertical scrolling is slightly
more complicated than the horizontal scrolling.

UI.c, Line 558
Input parameters:
ptr: byte library.
num: the number of characters.
width: the width of a character.
direction: the scrolling direction (0
indicates up. 1 indicates down. You can
also define other directions, you just need
to change the initial values of po_j and
po_m).
For example:
Show_ReverseChar((u8*)Ver_s,8,12,2);
indicates that 8 characters (num = 8) with a
width of 12 (width = 12) are scrolling up
(direction = 2), and the character library is
(ptr = Ver_s)Ver_s.

A simple example shows the normal character display order on the OLED is reversed in
storing order. As shown in Table 1 and Table 2, 0 means the digital LED is off. 1 means
it is on.

Table 1: characters display order on the OLED

Table 2: storing order in the character library
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4. Vertical Scrolling Display
Follow the below steps to adjust a normal display.

UI.c, Line 589

First step: However, the configuration in the character
library is different and shown in Table 2. Therefore, first of
all, Show_ReverseChar() converts the upper 8 bits and
lower 8 bits in the character library (Table 2) to the normal

Second step:Next, combine the
upper 8 bits with the normal lower 8
bits to form 16-bit data
UI.c, Line 593

UI.c, Lines 594 to 603
Third step: According to the
scrolling direction, shift the 16-bit
UI.c, Line 601
Fourth step : Divide the
16-bit data after shift
into two 8-bit parts
Fifth step : At last, carry out a reverse
operation: Convert the normal display
data in Table 1 to the OLED display
UI.c, Line 605
Finally, the global parameter gTemp_array[] after shift is obtained.
When the shift is accumulated step by step, the content in the
gTemp_array[] library will be displayed, and a vertical screen
scrolling will be implemented.
The principle of other vertical scrolling is the same. The difference is
that the size, length, as well as the initial location of rolling
characters may be different, then the scrolling effects will be
different.
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5. Functions of Each Interface
Based on the above character library making, now we have three different display
modes. From now on, you can rewrite TS100's interfaces and make your own
interfaces. Let me introduce calling positions of some interfaces to you so that you
can quickly locate the interfaces you need to modify.
UI.c, Line 943
The function Display_BG() used to display the logo in
the booting process is in UI.c, line 943. The logo
display is normal. To change the displayed logo, you
can change the name library (ptr = (u8*)Mini).
The iron will display its firmware version information after the
logo. The version information can be displayed either vertically
or normally. This display function Show_Ver(device_info.ver,0)
is located in line 944, UI.c. device_info.ver is the version
number array. The latter parameter indicates the display mode.
UI.c, Line 944

Next, the iron displays the key-pressing prompt
information and 'press'. The relate function Show_Notice()
is in line 947, UI.c. Show_Notice is divided into 4 parts. All
of them are very clear, and you can change them manually.
UI.c, Line 947
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5. Functions of Each Interface

UI.c , Lines 1000 to 1001
In constant temperature status, the temperature
display and heating up status display are
implemented in lines 1000 and 1001
UI.c.temp_val is 10 times of the actual
temperature. ht_flag indicates the heating
status. Get_MmaActive() indicates the iron's
movement.
Similarly, the function displays this
temperature in Thermometer Mode
and Sleep Mode. In Thermometer
Mode, the temperature display is in
line 1054, UI.c. The Show_Cal() in
line 1045 is a calibrated-result
displaying function. It displays the
calibrated results according to the
current display flags.
In configuration mode, the system displays
CONFIG (UI.c, line 1027, Show_Config()),
LOGO (UI.c, line 1029,Display_BG()), and
the version number (UI.c, line
1031,Show_Ver()). The display method is
the same as the above method. The
difference is that the called locations or
parameters are different.
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5. Functions of Each Interface

UI.c , Line 1065
The Show_Warning () function (UI.c, line 1065) is a
warning interface calling function. It calls different
different character libraries according to different
warning types to display different warnings.

UI.c , Line 989
The Show_TempDown(temp_val,dst_temp)
function (UI.c, line 989) displays a dynamic
picture: "current temperature >>> target
temperature". This function is called when the
temperature drop is relatively large for a long time.
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